### Sociology Minors

Courses Available Summer 2023

#### Medical Sociology

**Summer A**
- SYD3805  SOCIOMETRY OF SEXUALITIES  W(55898)
- SYO3408  ANIMALS AND HEALTH  W(61241)
- SYO4400  MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY  W(54597) W(61238)
- SYP3060  SOCIOLOGY OF SEX AND REPRODUCTION  W(55300)
- SYP3551  ALCOHOL IN SOCIETY  W(55650)

**Summer B**
- SYG4244  FOOD AND SOCIETY  W(61239)
- SYO3410  MENTAL HEALTH IN SOCIETY  W(55899)
- SYO4400  MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY  W(55302) W(53504)

#### Crime Law and Deviance

**Summer A**
- SYP3510  SOCIOLOGY OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOR  W(55927)
- SYP3511  SOCIOLOGY OF MURDER  W(53503)
- SYP3551  ALCOHOL IN SOCIETY  W(55650)
- SYP4521  CRIME VICTIMS IN SOCIETY  W(61294)

**Summer B**
- SYP3520  CRIMINOLOGY  W(53501)
- SYP3530  JUVENILE DELIQUENCY  W(55065)
- SYP3562  PATTERNS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN SOCIETY  W(55926)

#### Mass Culture & Collective Behavior

**Summer A**
- SYO4300  POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY  W(61243)
- SYP3650  SPORTS AND SOCIETY  W(53502)

**Summer B**
- SYD3772  RACE AND SOCIAL MEDIA  W(55275)
- SYD4510  ENVIRONMENT & SOCIETY  W(54689)
- SYG4244  FOOD AND SOCIETY  W(61239)
- SYP4000  SOCIOLOGICAL SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY  W(55299)
- SYP4631  SOCIAL ISSUES IN FILM  W(61244)

#### Diversity & Social Inequality

**Summer A**
- SYD3700  RACE & ETHNICITY  W(55928)
- SYD3805  SOCIOLOGY OF SEXUALITIES  W(55898)

**Summer B**
- SYD3772  RACE AND SOCIAL MEDIA  W(55275)
- SYD3800  SEX GENDER AND SOCIETY  W(55117)
- SYG4244  FOOD AND SOCIETY  W(61239)

### Global Sociology

**Required Courses (3 hours)**
- SYG 2000 Intro to Sociology or SYG 2010 Social Problems

**Other Requirements**
- Study Abroad Requirement: Complete 9 hours of Sociology courses through study abroad
- Directed Independent Study: Take one course of independent study during study abroad semester
- Restricted Elective: Take one restricted elective course. Contact Dr. Amy Donley or Dr. Michael Armato for information on restricted elective options for the Global Sociology Minor.

### Sociology

**Summer A**
- SYG2000  INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY  W(55118) W(54259)

**Summer B**
- SYG2000  INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY  W(54712) W(55064) P(55633)

**Restricted Electives* (15 hours)**
Any Sociology course (SY prefix)